Katie Lackey took the force drop proposal to the associate deans at academic affairs and it was approved that the report would be distributed by departments. Summer term is the proposed start term for this new process and procedure.

Judy Sanders made changes to the survey per the committee’s suggestions. Also, Judy stated that the skip logic is present in the survey. The SGA representative recommended changing verbiage concerning degreeworks audit vs degreeworks. The committee agreed this was a good change. Judy will make the changes and move forward with the survey.

Dr. Hubbard addressed the issue of Advisor Compensation. She has formed a committee and they are hoping to be a model for the southeast. They are looking at the career ladder approach with Dr. Godwin, looking at adding another advising level, comparing their approach to the Outreach division’s approach, and have been studying national averages.

Dixie Mitchell will check to see if advisor access to the transient form can be added back. She will also send a copy of what the transient form looks like to the committee.

Dr. Relihan hopes to have a consensus on some issues from other committees she serves on to share with the group in the near future.

Early alert grades are now viewable.

(Minutes submitted by Dixie Mitchell)